Abstract. A short proof is given of the following known result. For all k, r, t there exists n so that if the /-spaces of an n-space are /--colored there exists a Ar-space all of whose /-spaces are the same color. Here /-space refers initially to a /-dimensional affine space over a fixed finite field. The result is also shown for a more general notion of /-space.
In §1 we give a short proof of the Affine Ramsey Theorem. §2 is an appendix to the proof, covering some technical points. §3 gives extensions to Vector and Projective Ramsey Theorems. In §4 we define parameter systems and modify the proof to show parameter systems are Ramsey.
Notation, [r] = {1, 2, . . . , r}.
1. Let F be an arbitrary, but fixed, finite field. Functions defined in this section are dependent on F in addition to the written variables. In this section "space" shall refer to an affine space (i.e. a translate of a vector space) over F. Let dim(T) be the dimension of T and call T a r-space if dim(r) = /. Let V be an «-space. We define, for t > 0, V t .
The points of V are its 0-spaces.
Our object is to give a short proof of the following result.
= {Tc V: áxm(T) = t).
Theorem 1 (Affine Ramsey Theorem). For all t > 0, r, k there exists n = N^'\k: r) with the following property. Let V be an n-space and let x be an r-coloring of the t-spaces of V. Then there exists a k-space W such that all t-spaces T c W are the same color.
We restate in formal terms. Let dim(F) = n and x: [H-»!'']-Then there exists W G [k] such that x is constant on [f ] .
Given a coloring x of r-spaces we call a /c-space W monochromatic (resp.: Red) if all /-spaces T c W are the same color (resp.: Red).
The Projective Ramsey Theorem and the Vector Space Ramsey Theorem are given in §3 and derived as immediate corollaries of Theorem 1. The original proof of these theorems is given in [1] . Our proof follows the same basic lines as [1] , though with strong differences in notation and emphasis. We are indebted to Klaus Leeb for a number of fruitful discussions on this topic.
Our proof of Theorem 1 is self-contained with one large exception: HalesJewett Theorem. The statement of that theorem (though not its proof) and some technical corollaries involving applications of it are given in §2.
Let In fact, we show somewhat more. Let p: Fu+m -» F" be the natural projection given by taking the first u coordinates. Then there exists B which is special with respect top (technically:/?^).
Proof. Let v = v(t,u) be the number of /-spaces of a «-space. We prove Lemma 1 for m = HJ(|ir|u+1: c) where c = r" and HJ is the Hales-Jewett function (see §2).
Fix the coloring and p: Fu+m -> F" as before. Define e0, ex, . . ., eu G F" by e0 = 0 and et■ = (0, . . . , 1, . . ., 0), the fth basis vector. Set A¡ -p~\e,) C Fu+m, 0 < i < u. That is, A¡ is a copy of Fm consisting of all vectors "starting" with e¡. Figure 1 illustrates the case F = Z3, u = 2. Let (x0, . . . , xu) be a (u + l)-tuple, x¡ G Fm. Set y¡ = e¡x¡ G A,. (That is, place e¡ to the left of x¡. Technically,^ is defined by>^ G A¡ and/?(>>)) = x¡.) The_vj generate a unique M-space X c Fu+m. The projection/?!^: X^* F" is bijective (i.e. X "transverses" F"). Let Tx, . . ., Tv denote the i-spaces of F" in some preassigned order. We induce a c-coloring x' of (Fm)u+ ' by
where T{ is that unique /-space in X such that p(T¡) = T¡. That is, two (u + l)-tuples are colored the same iff the «-spaces generated by them are colored identically-identifying them under the projection/?.
By the Hales-Jewett Theorem ( §2, Corollary 2) there exists parallel lines L0, . . . , Lu, L, G A¡, such that all (3c0, . . . , jc"), x¡ G L¡, have the same x' color. Then {L,} generate a (u + l)-space B which we show is special with respect to x and the projection p\B which we shall denote by p.
Let T G [f ], transverse. For some /, I < j < v, p(T) = Tj. By linear algebra we may extend T to a transverse «-space X c B. Set X n A,, = {y¡} so that T is contained in the w-space X generated by they¡. Hence x(^) is the jth coordinate of x'[(*o> • • • > xu)]< where y¡ = e¡x¡. As x' is constant, x(T) depends only ony, as desired.
To prove Theorem 1 we first restate it in an equivalent form more suitable for an inductive proof. Of course, axioms (A1)-(A6) were chosen so that Theorem 2 would hold. The «-parameter sets of Graham-Rothschild [2] are generalized by parameter systems. Also, affine spaces are an example of parameter systems. On the other hand, the categorical approach of [1] generalizes parameter systems. To this author, the above axiom schema provides an aesthetically pleasing balance between generality and clarity.
There is nothing unique in the choice of (A1HA6). We note (without proof) that (A5) may be replaced by (A5') Inverse: If /"...,/, G F, and (/" ...,/,): A*-*A* is bijective then there exist gx,. . ., g, G F, so that (g" . .., gt): A' -» A' is the inverse mapping of (/" ...,/). We first derive some elementary corollaries of (A1)-(A6). Let S c A", S a space, / c [«]. We say / is a spanning set (for S) if the projection/?/: S -* A^'î s injective. We say / is independent (for S) if the projection/?/: S-* A^ is surjective. From (A5), / is a basis iff it is independent and a spanning set. (A7) If / is a spanning set for S there exists a basis J G L Proof. By (A6),Pl(S) is a subspace of /4'7' so there is a bijective projection /?: Pl(S)^>A' onto its basis. Thenpp¡: S-> A' is bijective and/?/?7 = Pj for some J c I. By (A5), y is a basis for S.
(A8) If / is independent for S there exists a basis J D I. Proof. Let / be a maximal independent set, J D /. If py. 5-»^l|y| is not bijective there exist x, y G S, Pj(x) = /?,(v) for/ G J but pu(x) # /?u(>0 for some u$J.
Then/?/u{u}: S->.4|,/| + 1 has an image with more than \Aê lements. As the image is a space (A6) it must be all of A^\+1, contradicting the maximality of J.
(A9) If / is a basis for S, the map p¡: S-+A^ is a combinatorial isomorphism. That is, p, is a bijection such that it and its inverse preserve subspaces and their dimensions.
Proof. p¡ is bijective by definition and sends spaces into spaces by (A6). If U is a subspace of v4|7' we may, by (A4), express/?/'((/) as a subspace of S. In both cases dimension is preserved as cardinality is.
(A9) says, essentially, that all «-spaces (A, F fixed) are isomorphic. Now we follow the lines of the proof of Theorem 1. Suppose dim(B) = u + 1 and/?: B^A" is a surjective projection. Let T c B, dim(T) -t. Then /?: T-> A" is either bijective or it is not. If it is we call T transverse (relative to/?) and T has a basis / C [«]. If it is not, we call T vertical (relative to/?). Asp(T) is a space and the inverse image of x G A " underp\T has at most \A\ points, p(T) must be a (/ -l)-space, p\T is an |^4|-to-l function, and T = p~\p(T)).
Now let x be a coloring of the /-spaces of B. We call B special (relative to x>p) if whenever Tx,T2g B, both transverse /-spaces with p(Tx) = p(TJ, then x^,) = yfj¿. B is the desired space. Its basis is the first « + 1 coordinates. Let 7" be a transverse /-space of B, with p(T') = T. Then we may express 7" = (T, gx, . . ., gm) for some g, G Fu. Since 7" c B we can also express 7" = (T, gx, . . . , g"/r+" . . . ,fm), so x(7") depends only on T. At this point the proof of Theorem 2, follows, practically word for word (changing F to A) from that of Theorem 1'. (Note that in Corollary 1 the set *"'(L) is a À>space in A". In case (ii) the lifting from Wx to W is accomplished by setting W = (Wx,f) for arbitrary/.) We omit the details.
The following result, given in [2] , somewhat strengthens Theorem 2. Let 0¥" C c A and replace (Al) by (Al') Constants: The constant function f(xx,. .., xm) = c is in Fm iff c G C.
We call (A, F, C) satisfying (AT), (A2)-(A6) a parameter system with restricted coefficients. The 0-spaces of A " are the points x G C. Outline of Proof. Let an element 0 G C be specified. In A " we call spaces in (A, F) spaces and spaces in (A, F, C) restricted spaces. If S is a /-space we define Rests'), the restriction of S, to be that restricted /-space given by changing all coordinates equal constant a & C to the constant 0. Now assume / > 0, r, k, « satisfy the Ramsey property for (A, F) and consider an /--coloring of the restricted /-spaces of A ". We induce a coloring of all /-spaces, giving S the color of Rest(S). Then there exists a A>space W all of whose /-spaces have the same induced color. W = Rest(IF) is a restricted /c-space all of whose restricted /-spaces have the same color.
When A is a finite field, F the set of all linear functions (without constant term) and C = {0}, Theorem 3 gives Ramsey's Theorem for vector spaces.
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